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Books


Contributions to Books


Creative Arts

Exhibitions


---. Print. (International Exhibition). Dialogues and Interpretations International Exhibition, Multiple Venues:
- Bradley University. Peoria, IL. 2012.

---. Print. (International Exhibition). Leftovers II International Exhibition. Multiple Venues:
- Rueff Galleries, Purdue University. Lafayette, IN. 2012.

---. Print. (International Exhibition). Leftovers IV International Exhibition. Multiple Venues:
Wingtip Press. Boise, ID. 2013

---. Print. (International Exhibition). Year of the Dragon International Exhibition. Multiple Venues:
Ottawa School of Art. Ottawa, Canada. Summer 2012.


**Steeds, Ralph.** Print. (Exhibition). "Thinking of Goya" and "Raising the Seed Corn" were accepted into the permanent collection of the Cameron Art Museum, Wilmington, NC. 2013.

--- Print. (Exhibition). Four early prints accepted into *The Artist Print-maker Research Collection (AP/RC)* at the Museum of Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 2013.

### Performances


**Hansen, Holden** (English and Theatre). Day player (Freckle’s Dad). 42. Feature Film. 2013.

Wiggins, Tracy (Music) accepted the position of Percussion Caption Head with the defending Drum Corps Associates champion Carolina Gold Drum and Bugle Corps.
Journals/Journal Articles


**Canida, Robert L.** "America, the Beautiful! America, the Diverse!" *Carolinias Diversity Council Newsletter* 4th Quarter (2012). Web.


**Coleman, Annie H.** Associate Ed. for REMCo. *North Carolina Libraries* 70.2 (Fall/Winter 2012). Web.


---. "The Round Table." Calliope 22.9 (July 2012): 5. Print.


Miller, Wendy Pearce. "'[B]etween Promise and Hard Pan': Environment and History in Mary Lee Settle's The Beulah Quintet." The Southern Quarterly: A Journal of Arts in


---. “Input Guide: Two Be or Not Too Bee? To Questions, for Sure!” Captain’s Log 45 (June 2012): 33. Print


Media

**Knick, Stanley G.,** and Michael Spivey. Editors, Directors, Producers. *Waccamaw Indian People of South Carolina.* Pembroke, NC: Museum of the Native American Resource Center. The University of North Carolina at Pembroke, Pembroke, NC. 2012. DVD.

**Spivey, Michael,** and Stanley G. Knick. Editors, Directors, Producers. *Waccamaw Indian People of South Carolina.* Pembroke, NC: Museum of the Native American Resource Center. The University of North Carolina at Pembroke, Pembroke, NC. 2012. DVD.
Presentations/Proceedings


---. "Understanding our Planet through Math." NC Association of Elementary Education’s Ninth Annual Elementary School Conference. Raleigh, NC. 4-6 Nov. 2012.


---. "Listen to What They Have to Say! Assessing Distance Learners’ Satisfaction with Library Services Using a Transactional Survey." Fifteenth Distance Library Services Conference. Memphis, TN. 19 Apr. 2012.


Alewine, Michael, and Mark Canada. "Active Information Literacy in College Composition!" 2012 Georgia Information Literacy Conference Savannah, GA. 22 Sept. 2012.


---. "Student Interns' Workshop on Classroom Management." Methodist University, Fayetteville, NC. 1 Mar. 2012.


Santos, Marilu E. "Impact of Different Kinds of Measures on Student Comprehension in an Undergraduate Basic Microbiology Class." 112th General Meeting of the American Society for Microbiology. San Francisco, CA. 16-19 June 2012.

Saylor, Cynthia E. "Helping Students Succeed through an IT Educational Initiative." EDUCAUSE Southeast Regional Conference. Tampa, FL. 30 May 2012.


Turner, Scott A. "Entering the Hallowed Halls of Cyberspace: Developing Strategies for Teaching, Interacting, and Delivering Information Online." 5th Annual Conference on


Reviews


Young, David. Rev. of *Destitute Patriots: Bertie County in the War of 1812* by Gerald W. Thomas. *North Carolina Libraries* 70.2 (Fall/Winter 2012) Print.
Accomplishments

Grants

Alewine, Michael (Library) received a $4,000 HOPES (Harnessing Opportunities through Proactive Education and Service) Grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (NASNTI) Program. His proposal was entitled “Using the ARCS Model of Motivational Design to Improve Information Literacy Learning Outcomes in Undergraduate Students.”

Ash, Andrew N. (Biology) was awarded $40,226 by UNC Greensboro/NSF (Informal Science Education Program) for a proposal entitled “Full-Scale Development Project: Herpetology Education in Rural Places and Spaces (HERPS).”

Bahr, Ben A. (Biology) received a 2012 Research and Engineering Apprenticeship Program (REAP) sub-award for $2,600 from the Academy of Applied Science/US Army Research Office.

Beasley, Cherry (Nursing) received $37,500 from the NC Area Health Education Center (AHEC) for a “Rural Educational Mobility Project.”

Beem, Charles E. (History) was the recipient of a 2013 HOPES Mid-Career Faculty Support Initiative.

Brandon, William D. (Chemistry and Physics), and Jose D'Arruda were awarded a $29,616.00 grant by Robeson Community College. The title of their grant proposal was “AIMS - Acquiring Interest in Math and Science: On Target to a Brighter Future,” and it was funded for May 2012 – Dec. 2012.

Canada, Mark (College of Arts & Sciences) was awarded $500 by the Thomas Wolfe Society for a project entitled “Wolfe and the West.”

Culver, Annika A. (History) was awarded a $2000 research grant by the AAS China & Inner Asia Council (CIAC) Research Grant, [Visitor Affiliation Princeton University Institute for Advanced Studies (IAS)].

---. Was awarded a 2012 UNCP Faculty Research and Development Grant ($600) for research in Japan.

---. Received a UNCP Teaching and Learning Center Teaching Enhancement Award of $1,250 in 2012.

D'Arruda, Jose (Chemistry & Physics) was awarded a $15,000 grant by the North Carolina Space Grant Consortium. The title of his grant proposal was “Bringing Astronomy into the Classroom,” and it was funded for 2012-2013.
D’Arruda, Jose (Chemistry and Physics), and William D. Brandon were awarded a $29,616.00 grant by Robeson Community College. The title of their grant proposal was “AIMS - Acquiring Interest in Math and Science: On Target to a Brighter Future,” and it was funded for May 2012 – Dec. 2012.

Eller, Warren S. (Public Administration) was awarded $19,065 by the University of Colorado-Denver/National Science Foundation for 2012. His proposal was entitled “Managing Evacuees Ingress: Network Interaction and Community Housing.”

Falls, Irina (Education) was awarded a $4,000 Harnessing Opportunities through Proactive Education and Services (HOPES) grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (DOE-NASNTI) Program. The title of her grant proposal was “Improving Collaborative Work in Online Courses through Specific Instructional Strategies.” The grant was funded for summer 2012.

---. Was awarded a $4,000 Pembroke Undergraduate Research and Creativity (PURC) grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (DOE-NASNTI) Program. The title of her grant proposal was “Using Problem Solving to Build Resiliency in Pre-service Teachers: Exploration of the Benefits of Handheld Computing. The grant was funded for fall 2012- spring 2013.

---. Was awarded a $4,000 Harnessing Opportunities through Proactive Education and Services (HOPES) grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (DOE-NASNTI) Program. The title of her grant proposal was “The Role of Handheld Computing in Facilitating Teacher Resiliency through Problem Solving.” The grant was funded for spring 2013.

---. Was awarded an $1,800 technology mini-grant that was funded by the School of Education, University of North Carolina at Pembroke. The title of her grant proposal was “Supporting Novice Teachers though Technology.” The grant was funded for 2013.

Fazio, Michele (English & Theatre) received a regional grant from the University of North Carolina at Pembroke. "Someplace Like Pembroke: Work Histories of the Lumbee,” November 2012.

Freeman, Veronica Kay (Healthy Start Corps) was awarded $300,000 by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) for “Healthy Start CORPS: Eliminating Health Disparities in Perinatal Health.”

Fritts, Karen (Library) was awarded a TAP (Traveling Archivist Program) Revisit Program grant by the NC State Archives/NC Dept. of Cultural Resources/NC SHRAB in January 2012.
---. Was awarded $500 by the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History for a project focused on “the 150th anniversary of the Civil War.”

**Gash, William** (Academic Affairs) was awarded $395,326 by the Office of Postsecondary Education/U.S. Department of Education (NASNTI Part F/Title III) for a project entitled “Harnessing Opportunities through Proactive Education and Services (HOPES).”

---. Was also awarded $10,635 by the Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)/U.S. DoEd (NASNTI Part F/Title III) for “Supplemental Funding Request-NASNTI Part F.”

**Hagevik, Rita** (Biology) was awarded an Engaged Learning and Locational Advantage Mini-Grant for $10,000 from UNCP. The title of her grant proposal was “Local Food Connections.” The grant was funded for fall 2012 – spring 2013.

---. Was awarded a $3,600 Pembroke Undergraduate Research and Creativity (PURC) grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (DOE-NASNTI) Program. The title of her grant proposal was “Creating a Field Guide and Outreach Materials for the Wildflowers of the Green Swamp Preserve.” The grant was funded for summer 2012 – spring 2013.

---. Was awarded a $2,000 Pembroke Undergraduate Research and Creativity (PURC) grant that was funded through the Native American Serving Non-Tribal Intuitions (DOE-NASNTI) Program. The title of her grant proposal was “Using Problem Solving to Build Resiliency in Pre-service Teachers: Exploration of the Benefits of Handheld computing.” The grant was funded for spring 2012.

---. Was awarded a $5,000 Summer Research Fellowship that was funded by the Center for Teaching and Learning, University of North Carolina at Pembroke. The title of her grant proposal was “The Effects of Geospatial Informational Technologies on Pre-service Secondary Science Teachers’ Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge.” The grant was funded for 2012-2013.

---. Was awarded a $2,000 Technology Mini-Grant that was funded by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC Pembroke. The title of her grant proposal was “Recruitment Video for Science Education Programs.” The grant was funded for 2012-2013.

**Knick, Stanley G.** (Native American Resource Center) was awarded $1,200 by the NC Arts Council (Grassroots Arts Program) for a project entitled “Indian Heritage Activities 2012.”
Locklear, Zoe W. (Education) received $162,669 from the U.S. Department of Education (Indian Education Professional Development Program) for a “First Americans' Teacher Education (FATE) Program.”

Lynn, Heather Higgins (Education), Sara Simmons, and Lisa Mitchell were awarded a $60,000 one-year grant (Year 2) from the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation to provide support to beginning teachers in five area school districts (Anson, Cumberland, Montgomery, Richmond, Scotland). Their grant was titled “Project PREP: Partnership for the Retention of Education Professionals.” May 25, 2012.

Menefee, Michael L. (Thomas Family Center-Entrepreneurship) was awarded a $25,700 Lemelson Foundation Programs and Courses Grant by the National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators Alliance (NCIIA) for 2011-2012. The grant will help the Center develop outreach programs and support the Biotechnology Research and Training Center.

Mitchell, Lisa (Education), Sara Simmons, and Heather Higgins Lynn were awarded a $60,000 one-year grant (Year 2) from the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation to provide support to beginning teachers in five area school districts (Anson, Cumberland, Montgomery, Richmond, Scotland). Their grant was titled “Project PREP: Partnership for the Retention of Education Professionals.” May 25, 2012.

Oxendine, Tasha (GPAC) received $4,000 from the NC Arts Council (Grassroots Arts Program) for a project entitled “Grassroots Arts Program - River People Music and Culture Fest.”

Poage, Robert E. (Biology) received $261,284 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences/NIH (Research Initiative for Scientific Enhancement Program) for “UNCP RISE Option 2 (Continuation).”

Powell, Frankie Denise (Education) received funding for a training grant from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) in the amount of $20,000 to support a student symposium titled, “Minorities, the Medically Underserved, & Health Equity.”

---. Was awarded a T36 Training Grant for $25,000 by Baylor College of Medicine /NIGMS/NIH for an “ICC-SE Student Symposium.”

---. Received a $5,000 grant from the University of Houston for a “Student Symposium: Using Science, Social Environments, and Service to Address Disparities.”

---. Received $120,074 from UNC Chapel Hill/NIDDK/NIH for a project entitled “UNC Center for Diabetes Translation Research to Reduce Health Disparities.”
Raleigh, Mary-Jeanne (Testing/Counseling) was awarded $5,000 by the NC DHHS - Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities, and Substance Abuse Services for a project entitled “Problem Gambling Outreach, Prevention, and Awareness Plan.”

Ritter, Timothy (Chemistry and Physics) received a $5,000 North Carolina Space Grant for 2012-2013. His grant proposal was titled “NASA’s Microgravity Research Aircraft as a Flying Laboratory in an Interdisciplinary Multi-Campus Research Experience.”

---. Received a second $5,000 North Carolina Space Grant for 2012-2013. This grant proposal was titled “Engaging North Carolina’s American Indian Youth with Microgravity Science.”

Schaub, Melissa A. (Student Academic Support & Retention) received $127,324 (supplemental funding) from the U.S. Department of Education Native American-Serving Nontribal Institutions (NASNTI) Program/Title III for a project entitled “Native Americans in Professional Education Program.”

Simmons, Sara (Education), Heather Higgins Lynn, and Lisa Mitchell were awarded a $60,000 one-year grant (Year 2) from the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation to provide support to beginning teachers in five area school districts (Anson, Cumberland, Montgomery, Richmond, Scotland). Their grant was titled “Project PREP: Partnership for the Retention of Education Professionals.” May 25, 2012.

Synowiez, Barbara (Nursing) was awarded $38,107 by the Foundation for Nursing Excellence (sub-award)/Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for a project entitled “Regionally Increasing Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Nurses (RIBN) in North Carolina.”

Woriax, Velinda L. (Biology) was awarded $56,085 by NC A&T University (subaward)/National Science Foundation (Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation Program) for a project entitled “NC-LSAMP Phase V.”

Awards/Honors

Aiken, Irene (Education) serves as a member of the Transfer Advisory Committee, Richmond Community College.

Alewine, Michael (Library) was appointed as a member of the peer-review committee for the Sixteenth Distance Library Services Conference.

Austin, Valerie (Music) was named as liaison between the American Recorder Society (ARS) and the American Orff-Schulwerk Association (AOSA).
Bahr, Ben A. (Biology/Chemistry & Physics) received a 2012 Outstanding Mentor Award from the Council on Undergraduate Research (Biology Division).

Beem, Charles E. (History) received the Agnes Strickland award for best paper at the annual meeting of the Queen Elizabeth I Society, Omaha, Nebraska, March 2013.

---. Was elected a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society in 2012.

Brown, Betty (Education) has been appointed to serve on the Common Core Engagement Group for Higher Education. This group is part of North Carolina’s Core to College Grant, an effort to promote greater policy alignment across North Carolina’s K12 and postsecondary educational institutions.

Brown, Monika (English & Theatre) received 2012 UNCP Outstanding Teaching Award.

Canada, Mark (College of Arts & Sciences) was named consulting editor of the Thomas Wolf Review.

Coleman, Annie H. (Library) was awarded the 2011 Roadbuilder’s Award for Academic Librarianship by NCLA’s Round Table for Ethnic Minority Concerns in October 2011.

Culver, Annika A. (History) was awarded Visitor Affiliation at School of Historical Studies at the Institute of Advanced Studies (IAS) at Princeton University for the month of May 2013.

---. Chosen as a scholar for the 2012-2014 US-Japan Network for the Future Program, run by the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation, Washington, DC.

Curtis, Judith (Mass Communication) served as an external peer reviewer of the scholarship for the promotion and tenure of a faculty member at Louisiana State University-Alexandria.

Curtis, Anthony R. (Mass Communication) received 2012 UNCP Outstanding Teaching Award.

Fiorentino, Leah (Education) served as an external reviewer for the ECU doctoral program in Higher Education Administration, Ed.D. Concentration.

---. Appointed to the Board of Directors of the National Association for Kinesiology in Higher Education (NAKHE). The mission of NAKHE is to foster leadership in Kinesiology administration and policy as it relates to teaching.
Ford, Valjeaner B. (Education) was selected to serve on the panel of the Multistate Standard-Setting Study for the Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators test in Princeton, NJ. The panel recommended a national passing (cut score) for this Praxis test.

Hart, JoAnn (Art) received the 2012 UNCP Outstanding Teaching Award for Part-Time Faculty.

Hagevik, Rita (Biology) was appointed as a reviewer for the following journals: Journal of Science Teacher Education, Teaching and Teacher Education, Science Scope, and International Journal of Science Education.

Hanmer, Deborah (Biology) was elected to a two-year term as a member representative on the Steering Council for the Sustainable Agriculture Education Association (SAEA).

Holmes, Leonard D. (Chemistry and Physics) is serving on an NIH G11 Proposal Review Panel for the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development.

Kang, Richard (Business) was an Invited Reviewer for the Annals of Applied Statistics

---. Was an Invited Reviewer for Review of Futures Market.

Maysami, Ramin (Business) has been appointed to serve on the Board of Advisors of “Moore Forward,” The Economic Development Initiative of the Moore County.

Menefee, Michael L. (Thomas Family Center-Entrepreneurship) was appointed Judge of the National Open Competition for College Inventors (2012).

---. Was a referee for The Journal of Applied Case Research (2012-2013).

---. Was a reviewer and Track Chair for the Southwest Case Research Association (2012).

---. Was a reviewer for the National Inventors and Innovators Alliance Open Meeting (2013).

---. Was recognized as a Kettering Foundation Researcher (2012-2014).

---. Received the Outstanding Service Award for the United States Association for Small Business and Entrepreneurship (2012).

---. Received the Certificate of Appreciation from the Southwest Case Research Association (2012) for his work with new case writers and for chairing the “Embryo Track.”
**Mitchell, Lisa** (Education) was recognized as the NCAE Higher Education Art Educator of the Year for 2012-2013. Dr. Mitchell will compete for a national award and represent NC in fall 2013.

---. Elected as the First Vice President of the North Carolina Association of College Professors of Reading for the 2012-13 academic year.

**Nikkel, David H.** (Philosophy & Religion) received the 2012 Board of Governors’ Award for Excellence in Teaching.

---. Elected to the Board of the Polanyi Society for 2013.

**Power, June L.** (Library) was named a member of the Program Planning Committee for the Access Services Conference in fall 2012 and has been responsible for reviewing program submissions.

**Santos, Marilu E.** (Biology) received 2012 UNCP Outstanding Teaching Award.

**Schwarze, Mark** (Education) served as a Conference Presentation Reviewer for the American Counseling Association’s Annual Conference.

**Scruton, Dennis M.** (Health & P.E.) served as a book reviewer for Higher Education Forum: Analysis of NEES Data of Job Satisfaction.

**Shi, Xinyan** (Economics, Finance and Decision Sciences) was selected as a Service Learning Fellow for 2012-2013. She and her Managerial Economics class offered economic consulting services for Carolina Philharmonic, located in Pinehurst, NC, and she is conducting another economic consulting project for Country Bookstore, located in Southern Pines, NC, in the spring of 2013.

---. Appointed as an alternate Village member of the Board of Adjustment by Whispering Pines Village.

**Stremlau, Rose** (History/American Indian Studies) won the Willie Lee Rose Prize from the Southern Association for Women Historians for best book on Southern history written by a woman in 2012 for *Sustaining the Cherokee Family: Kinship and the Allotment of an Indigenous Nation*.

---. Received an Honorable mention in the Erminie Wheeler-Voeglin Prize, American Society for Ethnohistory, 2012 for *Sustaining the Cherokee Family: Kinship and the Allotment of an Indigenous Nation*. 

---. Nominated for the Best First Book Award by the Native American and Indigenous Studies Association, 2012 for her book *Sustaining the Cherokee Family: Kinship and the Allotment of an Indigenous Nation*. 
---. Finalist for the Great Plains Distinguished Book Prize, Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, (2012) for her book *Sustaining the Cherokee Family: Kinship and the Allotment of an Indigenous Nation*.

**Vest, Jay Hansford C.** (American Indian Studies) was named to the Editorial Advisory Board for *The Commonwealth Review* – an international referred literary journal published by Prestige Books and associated with Delhi University, Delhi, India.

**Wei, Guo** (Mathematics and Computer Science) was chief reviewer for *Higher Mathematics – A Layered Tutorial*, published by Shanghai Finance University Press.

**Whitt, Susan** (Library) was re-elected to serve a third two-year term on the Board of NCLA’s Resources and Technical Services Section.

---. Appointed to a second two-year term on the City of Lumberton Community Relations Commission.

**Wolf, Robert** (Library) served on the ULAC E-Journal Efficiency Working Group and the NCLIVE Permanent E-resources Taskforce.

**Woriax, Velinda L.** (Biology) was re-appointed as a 2012-2013 Linkage Fellow for the Association for Cell Biology (ASCB).

**Young, Erika** (Biology) placed second in the PhD Division of the Graduate Research Competition at the American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) National Conference in Anchorage, Alaska. Her research presentation was entitled “Nekton Utilization of Marshes in Front of Bulkheads as a Function of Marsh Width.”

### Student Mentoring

**Alewine, Michael** (Library) was faculty advisor for Genshiken: The Society for the Study of Modern Visual Culture for fall 2012 & spring 2013.

---. Was a new freshman and pre-major advisor through the Center for Academic Excellence for fall 2012 & spring 2013.

**Bahr, Ben A.** (Biology and Chemistry & Physics) was mentor to Elizabeth Metzger for the presentation “Testing a Lysosomal Modulator for Improving Memory in Aged Rats.” The State of North Carolina Undergraduate Research and Creativity Symposium. Duke University, Durham, NC. 17 Nov. 2012.

Bell, Sharon (Business) mentored Courtney Stoker’s Honors College thesis and presentation: *Citizen-Centric Report: Governmental Accounting for the Everyday Citizen.*

Brandon, William D. (Chemistry and Physics) was mentor to Mac Davis and Luis Guadalupe for the presentation “Data Mining the Quantum Electroluminescent Energy Relation.” NCS-AAPT Fall 2012 Meeting. High Point University, High Point, NC. 16-17 November 2012.

---. Was mentor to Edward Derosier for the presentation “User Friendly Laser/Detector Apparatus for Laboratory-Based Homework Assignments.” NCS-AAPT Fall 2012 Meeting. High Point University, High Point, NC. 16-17 November 2012.


---. Was mentor to Austin Griffin for the presentation “An Alternative Approach to Touchpad Technology.” NCS-AAPT Fall 2012 Meeting. High Point University, High Point, NC. 16-17 November 2012.


---. Was mentor to Austin Lowry and Austin Griffin for the presentation “A Simple, Robust and Inexpensive Ultrasound Interference Experiment.” NCS-AAPT Fall 2012 Meeting. High Point University, High Point, NC. 16-17 November 2012.
Canida, Robert L. (Multicultural & Minority Affairs) was advisor for the student organization S.T.R.I.V.E. (Studying and Tutoring to Revitalize Intellect and Values in Education) for 2012-2013.

---. Served as advisor for the Pembroke Chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (N.A.A.C.P), 2012-2013.

---. Served as advisor for the UNCP chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., 2012-2013.


Freeman, Kevin S. (Political Science) led 13 students on a study abroad trip to Berlin during Maymester 2012.

Gan, Lydia (Business) was mentor for Nina Bianca Oviedo’s “Medical tourism in Mexico and the Philippines: A SWOT Analysis.” Pembroke Undergraduate Research and Creativity (PURC) Symposium. UNC Pembroke. 14 Apr. 2012.

Litty, Jamie M. (Mass Communication) directed studio interviews with students enrolled in BRD 1600. The interviews included faculty and students engaged in service-learning projects in various disciplines including speech, chemistry, and sociology.

Locklear, Odalis and Sandra Strickland (Education) worked individually with prospective students interested in attending UNC Pembroke and majoring in Education.
Locklear, Zoe W., and Bryan Winters (Education) provided oversight to and implementation for the internship placements of 58 undergraduate and Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) students for the 2012 fall semester.

Losh, Judi, et al., (Education) participated in all of the summer transfer orientation sessions to advise students transferring from community colleges to UNC Pembroke with Education as an intended major.


Power, June L. (Livermore Library) was faculty advisor for the student group Sexual and Gender Alliance (S.A.G.A.) for 2012-2013.

Ritter, Timothy (Chemistry and Physics) was mentor to the The Weightless Lumbees: Tiffany Scott (Chemistry), Candace Langston (Exercise Science), Molly Musselwhite (Biology), and Crystal Oxendine (Robeson CC-Electronics).

Sanderson, Brandon (Art) was mentor to Daniela Jimenez, Lindsay Roberts, and Reilly Thayer for publication of their artwork in Explorations: The Journal of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities for the State of North Carolina. Vol. 7, Dec. 2012.

Santos, Marilu E. (Biology) was mentor to Stephanie Edwards-Latchu for the presentation “Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Soil Microorganisms from a Biochar Farm in Bladen County, North Carolina over Three Crop Seasons.” Proceedings of the 112th General Meeting of the American Society for Microbiology. San Francisco, CA. June 2012.

Strickland, Sandra and Odalis Locklear (Education) worked individually with prospective students interested in attending UNC Pembroke and majoring in Education.

Winters, Bryan and Zoe W. Locklear (Education) provided oversight to and implementation for the internship placements of 58 undergraduate and Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) students for the 2012 fall semester.
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